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The best known example of a non-archimedean period domain is the Drinfeld up
per half space Çtd

E of dimension d — 1 associated to a finite extension E of Qp 

(complement of all -E-rational hyperplanes in the projective space P d _ 1 ) . Drinfeld 
[D2] interpreted this rigid-analytic space as the generic fibre of a formal scheme 
over OE parametrizing certain p-divisible groups. He used this to p-adically uni-
formize certain Shimura curves (Cherednik's theorem) and to construct highly 
nontrivial étale coverings of flE. This report gives an account of joint work of Zink 
and myself [RZ] that generalizes the construction of Drinfeld (Sections 1-3). In 
the last two sections these results are put in a more general framework (Fontaine 
conjecture) and the problem of the computation of £-adic cohomology is addressed 
(Kottwitz conjecture). In this report we return to the subject of Grothendieck's 
talk at the Nice congress [G, esp. Section 5] where he stressed the relation between 
the local moduli of p-divisible groups and filtered Dieudonné modules. 

Throughout this report we fix a prime number p. Denote by k a fixed alge
braically closed field of characteristic p. Let W(k) be its ring of Witt vectors and 
KQ = W(k) ®z Q. Let o be the Frobenius automorphism of KQ. For most results 
one must assume p^2. 

1. Formal moduli of p-divisible groups 

If O is a complete discrete valuation ring with uniformizer 7r, we denote by Nilp0 

the category of locally noetherian schemes S over Spec O such that the ideal 
sheaf 7T • Os is locally nilpotent. We denote by S the closed subscheme defined by 
7T • 0$. A locally noetherian formal scheme over Spf O will be identified with the 
set-valued functor on Nilp0 it defines. A morphism X —> y of formal schemes is 
called locally formally of finite type if the induced morphism Xred —> 3A-ed between 
their underlying reduced schemes of definition is locally of finite type. 

In what follows, by a quasi-isogeny between p-divisible groups X and Y over a 
scheme S G Nilpz we mean a global section / of the Zariski sheaf Hom(X, Y) ®z Q 
for which there exists locally on S an integer n such that pnf is an isogeny. 

THEOREM 1.1. LetlL be a p-divisible group over Spec k. We consider the functor 
M on Nilpfl^k), which associates to S E Nilpw,(fc) the set of isomorphism classes 
of pairs (X, g) consisting of a p-divisible group X over S and a quasi-isogeny 
g : X Xspec k S —> X x$ S of p-divisible groups over S. Then M is representable 
by a formal scheme locally formally of finite type over Spf W(k). 
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This represent ability theorem [RZ, Section 2] allows one to show tha t certain 
functors of p-divisible groups endowed with endomorphisms and level structures 
(case (EL)) resp. with polarizations and endomorphisms and level structures (case 
(PEL)) are also represent able. These functors depend on certain "rational" and 
"integral" da ta tha t we now formulate in both cases. 

Case (EL): The rational data consists of a 4-tuple (B, V, b, p), where B is a finite-
dimensional semi-simple algebra over Qp and V a finite left 5-module. Let G = 
GLB(V) (algebraic group over Qp). Then b is an element of G(K^). The final 
da tum j.i is a homomorphism G m —> GK defined over a finite extension K of 
KQ . Let V ® Q P K = 0 Vi be the corresponding eigenspace decomposition and 
Vft = 0 i : > . Vi the associated decreasing filtration. We require tha t the filtered 

isocrystal over K, (V ® Q P KQ, b(id ® 0"), V£), be the filtered isocrystal associated 
to a p-divisible group over Spec OK ([G], [Fol], [Me]). The integral data consists 
of a maximal order OB in B and an O^-lattice chain C in V [RZ, Section 3]. 

Case (PEL): In this case the rational data are given by a 6-tuple (B, *, V, ( , ),b,p). 
Here B and V Eire as before. Furthermore, B is endowed with an anti-involution * 
and V is endowed with a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form ( , ) : V ® Q P V —> 
Qp such tha t 

(dv,v,) = (v,d*v/), deB. (1) 

The remaining da ta are as before relative to the algebraic group G over Q p whose 
values in a Qp-algebra R are 

G(R) = {g G GLB(V ® R); (gv,gv') = c(g)(v,v'), c(g) eR*}. 

We require tha t the rational da ta define the filtered isocrystal associated to a p-
divisible group over Spec OK endowed with a polarization (= symmetric isogeny 
to its dual). The integral data are as before. We assume tha t OB is stable under * 
and tha t C is self-dual w.r.t. ( , ). 

In either case let E be the field of definition of the conjugacy class of p, a 

finite extension of Q p contained in K. Let E = E.KQ, with ring of integers O^. 

T H E O R E M 1.2. We fix data of type (EL) or (PEL). Let X be a p-divisible group 

with action of OB over Spec k with associated isocrystal isomorphic to (V®qp 

KQ, b(id (8) o~)). In the case (PEL) we endow X with an OB-polarization defined by 

the alternating form on V ® Q P KQ . We consider the functor M on N i l p 0 w ; which 

associates to S the isomorphism classes of the following data. 

(1) A p-divisible group X^ over S with OB-action, for each A G C. 

(2) An OB-quasi-isogeny g^ : X Xs p e c k S —+ X& Xs S, for each A G £ . 

Among the conditions these data are required to satisfy we mention only the 
following. 

(i) For each A e C we have d e t 0 s ( d ; L i e X A ) = detK(d; V^/V^), deB 
(Kottwitz condition [Ko3] j . 

(ii) Let M(XA) be the Lie algebra of the universal extension of X&- Then 
locally on S there is an OB-isomorphism M(X&) ~ A ®z Os- If A C A', the 
quasi-isogeny g^ o g^1 lifts to an isogeny X\ —> X^* of height logp |A' /A| . 
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The functor M is representable by a formal scheme locally fomnally of finite 
type over Spf O^. 

REMARKS 1.3. (i) To the pair (G, b) there is associated the algebraic group J over 
Qp with points in a Qp-algebra R 

J(R) = {ge G(R (g)Qp üf0); o-(g) = b^gb}. 

The group J(QP) of quasi-isogenies of X acts on the left of M, via 

g • ( A ' A , g A ) = ( X A , g A o g - 1 ) . 

Let A be the abelian group dual to the group of Qp-rational characters of G. 
The group J(QP) acts on À by translations. There is a canonical J(Qp)-equivariant 
map ft : M —> A [RZ, Section 3]. 

(ii) We conjecture that M is flat over Spf O^. This conjecture can be reduced 
to a similar statement on the local model, an explicit closed subscheme of a finite 
product of Grassmannian varieties over Spec OE associated to the moduli problem 
[RZ, Section 3]. In the numerous special cases where this conjecture is proved, the 
singularities of M have turned out to be roughly of a "determinantal nature", 
comp. [CN], [dJ]. For a moduli problem of type (EL) the scheme Mrcd turns out 
in all known cases to be "elementary". For instance, the zeta function of a model of 
A (̂red over a finite field is given by an elementary expression. On the other hand, 
for type (PEL) there are simple examples where the irreducible components of 
MVGd fibre over nonrational curves [KO]. Laumon has pointed out the similarity 
with the behaviour of the varieties connected with the local harmonic analysis of 
G [H]. 

(iii) The formal scheme M is equipped with a canonical Weil descent datum 
from Spf Oß to Spf OE [RZ, Section 3]. Even though this is not effective, a suitable 
completion of M can be written in a canonical way as M x gpf oE Spf O^ for a 
(pro-)formal scheme M over Spf OE [HZ, Section 3]. 

EXAMPLES 1.4. (i) Let B be a division algebra with invariant 1/d over its center 
F, with maximal order OB- Set E = F and E = E.KQ. Drinfeld [D2] considers 
the moduli problem classifying quasi-isogenies of special formal OB-modules (X, g) 
over schemes S E Nilp0 „ (it can be identified with a moduli problem of type (EL)). 
He exhibits in this case an isomorphism 

M = ]JÛd
ExSp{oESp{0Ë. (2) 

7iGZ 

Here 0,^ is the formal scheme over Spf OE associated by Deligne to the local 
field E and the integer d [D2]. The disjoint sum decomposition is induced by the 
function (X, g) \—> height (g). 

This example (and trivial variants of it) is the only one we know where the 
formal scheme M. is 7>adic, i.e., p • 0 ^ is an ideal of definition. 

(ii) Let F be a finite extension of Qp, set E = F and E = E.K$. Let M be 
the moduli problem (of type (EL)) over Nilp 0 . classifying quasi-isogenies (X, g) 

of formal Oir-modules of dimension 1 and height d. In this case Mre(j is a discrete 
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set indexed by height (g) G Z. The infinitesimal deformation theory of Lubin and 
Tate yields a (noncanonical) isomorphism 

M = ]lSpîOË[[Tlt...,Td^}]. 
nez 

(iii) Consider the moduli problem A4 over Spf W(k) (of type (EL)) classifying 
quasi-isogenies (X, g) of ordinary p-divisible groups of height 2n and dimension n 
(i.e. deformations of X = GJ^ x (Q p /Zp) n ) . There is an isomorphism (Serre-Tate 
canonical coordinates [Ka]) 

M = ]lSpfW(k)[[TluT12i... ,T n n ] ] . 

The index set is equal to (GLn(Qp)/GLn(Zp))
2. 

2. Non-arcriimedean uniformization of Shimura varieties 

In this section we use slightly different notation. Let B be a finite-dimensional 
algebra over Q equipped with a positive anti-involution *. Let V be a finite B-
module with a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form ( , ) with values in Q 
satisfying the identity (1). We define the algebraic group G over Q in complete 
analogy with the case (PEL) in Section 1. Let h : Resc/B.Gm —> G R be such tha t 
(G, h) satisfies the axioms of Deligne defining a Shimura variety over the Shimura 
field E C C We fix an order OB of B such tha t OB ® Zp is a maximal order of 
B ® Q Qp stable under *, and a self-dual OB ®Z Zp-lattice chain £ in V ® Q Q p . 
We fix an open compact subgroup Kp C G(AK). Let Q be the field of algebraic 
numbers and fix an embedding Q —> Q p . Let v be the corresponding place of E 
above p and Ev the completion of E in v. 

These da t a define a moduli problem of PEL-type parametrizing triples 
(A, X,fjp) consisting of an £-chain of O^-abelian varieties, a Q-homogeneous OB-
polarization and a Kp-level s tructure tha t is represent able by a quasi-projective 
scheme AK? over Spec OEU (cf. [RZ, Section 6] for details). The generic fibre of 
AKP contains the Shimura variety of (G, h) as an open and closed subscheme. 

We take for k the algebraic closure of the residue field of OEV- We fix a 
point (Ao,Ao,77o) of . /4JO(/C). Let NQ be the isocrystal associated to Ao. We fix an 
isomorphism NQ — V®QPKQ tha t respects the actions of B®KQ and the alternating 
bilinear forms on both sides. This allows us to write the Frobenius operator on ÌVQ 
as ö(id (8) o-), with b G G(KQ). Let M. be the (pro-)formal scheme over Spf OEU 

associated to the da ta of type (PEL), (B ® Q p , *, V (8) Q p , ( , ), b,p, OB ® Z p , £ ) , 
cf. Remark 1.3, (iii). It is acted on by the group J(Qp), Remark 1.3, (i). Here p 
denotes a 1-parameter subgroup of G defined over a finite extension K of KQ in 
the conjugacy class defined by h. 

T H E O R E M 2 . 1 . Assume that (AO,AO,7/Q) is basic, i.e. the corresponding element 
b G G(KQ) is basic [Kol]. Then 

(i) The set of points (A,X,fjp) of AKP (k) such that (A,X) is isogenous to 
(AQ,AO) is a closed subset Z of AKP-
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(ii) Let AKP\Z denote the formal completion of AKP along Z. There is an 
isomorphism of formal schemes over Spf OEU) 

J(Q) \ [M x G(Ap
f)/K

p] ^ + AKp\Z. 

Bere I is an inner form of G such that /(Q) is the group of quasi-isogenies 
of (A),Ao) that acts diagonally through suitable natural embeddings of groups, 

J(Q) —» J ( C U J(Q) — G(A') . 

The source of this isomorphism is a finite disjoint sum of foimal schemes of 
the fonn F\M, where T c J(QP) is a discrete subgroup that is cocompact modulo 
center. 

REMARKS 2.2. (i) In the Siegel case (principally polarized abelian varieties with 
level structure prime to p) the subscheme Z is the supersingular locus. In general 
it may be conjectured that there always exist basic points (v4o,Äo,77ß) G AKv(k). 

(ii) It is not understood when it happens that the subscheme Z is open in 
the special fibre (existence of p-adic uniformization), as in Cherednik's theorem 
[D2]. This is a very subtle property that occurs only rarely (cf. Example 1.4, (i)). 
However, there are examples [RZ] uniformized by the disjoint sum of unramified 
forms of formal schemes of the form r \ Û^, where E is any finite extension of Qp 
and d any integer. 

(iii) There also exists a version of Theorem 2.1 for nonbasic isogeny classes. 
Because these do not in general form a closed subset the formulation becomes 
more technical. 

3. The period morphism 

In this section we return to the notation of Section 1. Let M be the formal scheme 
over Spf Ofc given by Theorem 1.2 and let (XA, gA\ A E C) be the universal object 
over M. 

Let Mrig be the rigid-analytic space over E associated to M (the generic 
fibre of M in the sense of Raynaud-Berthelot [RZ, Section 5]). By Grothendieck's 
rigidity theorem [G] the quasi-isogenies gA yield canonical isomorphisms V ®QP 

Öyŷ iig = M(XA) ® ö „ öjüvifr- The resulting surjective homomorphism of locally 
free Oj^rig-modules 

V ®Q„ O * " . — Lie(*A) ® 0 j a 0^ , , E (3) 

is independent of A. 
Let J7 be the projective algebraic variety over Spec E parametrizing the 

subspaces of V in the G-conjugacy class of V^. Set T' = T Xspec E Spec E. Then 

(3) corresponds to a rigid-analytic morphism TT1 : Mllg —> J- . Let TT2 : MYlg —> A 
be the rigid-analytic morphism to the discrete rigid-analytic space associated to 
the map K, cf. Remark 1.3, (i). The product morphism 

7f = TT1 x TT2 : Mris —^ JF ig x A 

is called the period moiyhism associated to the moduli problem M. We list some 
properties of the period morphism [RZ, Section 5]. 
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P R O P E R T Y 3 .1 . The morphism TV is étale and J (Qp)-equivariant. 

Here J(QP) acts diagonally on T x A, via its embedding in G(E) on T and 
via translations on A. In the rest of this section we shall assume tha t the algebraic 
group G is connected. We also make the assumption tha t jM r i g is nonempty (this 
would certainly follow if the flatness conjecture 1.3, (ii) were true). 

P R O P E R T Y 3.2. Assume the validity of the conjecture of Fontaine [Fo2] t ha t a 
weakly admissible filtered isocrystal over a finite extension K of KQ , with filtration 
steps contained in [0,1] comes from a p-divisible group over Spec OK- Let T be 

Kj r i g 

the admissible open subset of T formed by weakly admissible filtrations, cf. 
Proposition 4.1 below. Then the image of TT is of the form T x A ' ; where A ' is 
a union of cosets of a subgroup of finite index in A. 

P R O P E R T Y 3 .3 . For all A £ £ the rational p-adic Tate module VP(XA) yields 

a constant Qp-sheaf on MT1& with typical fibre V. Let Kc be the subgroup of 
G(Qp) tha t fixes the lattice chain £. For any subgroup K of finite index in Kc 

we introduce the finite étale covering MK of A4 r i g t h a t classifies the trivializations 
a : {Tp(XA)} —y £ mod K of the chain of p-adic Tate modules (Tp(XA); A G £ ) . 
On the tower of étale coverings 

{ M x ; K C Re of finite index } 

of A4 r i g = M x £ the group G(QP) acts as a group of Hecke correspondences. Let 
KK '- M ^ —> T x A be the resulting morphism. The fibre of TXK through a point 

may be identified with G(QP)1 /K. Here G(Qp)1 is the set of points of c7(Qp) where 
the values of all Qp-rational characters of G are units . 

E X A M P L E S 3.4. (i) Historically the first such period morphism was defined by 
Dwork for Example 1.4, (iii), cf. [Ka]. 

(ii) The period morphism for Example 1.4, (ii) induces on each connected 
component of A4 r i g a surjective morphism of the open unit polydisc of dimension 
d— 1 to P ^ - 1 . The period morphism in this case is due to Gross and Hopkins [HG] 
(their construction is slightly different). Their paper is at the origin of the results 
of this section. The passage to the rigid category is the essential novelty compared 
to Grothendieck [G, Section 5]. 

(iii) In Drinfeld's Example 1.4, (i) the period morphism coincides with the 
composition of the isomorphism (2) with the na tura l inclusion ( ^ ) r i g x Z C 
(pd-i)r ig x z e d u c e d by the identification (Ù%)T'lë = ft% (Faltings). This example 
(and trivial variants of it) is the only known one where the period morphism is 
quasi-compact. There are examples where the period morphism has finite fibres 
but is not quasi-compact. 

4. Non-archimedean period domains 

Let TT(K)wa denote the Qp-tensor category of weakly admissible filtered isocrys-
tals over the finite extension K of KQ [FO2], [Fa]. Assuming the validity of his 
conjecture (weakly admissible => admissible [Fo2]) Fontaine constructs an exact 
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fully faithful functor from this category to the category of p-adic Galois represen
tations of Gal(K/K). Composing this functor with the natural fibre functor on 
the latter (forgetting the Galois action) we obtain a fibre functor w of JrT(7<')wa 

over Qp. 
Let now G be a linear algebraic group over Qp and fix b G G(KQ). Let 1Z£V(G) 

be the tensor category of Qp-rational representations of G. Let p : Gm —» GK. Then 
to any V G 1Z£V(G) we have an associated filtered isocrystal T(V) = TfjL(V) = 
(V ®QP jrYTo, &(id ® o-),Vj}) over K, where V£ is the filtration associated to p, cf. 
Section 1. We call p weakly admissible (w.r.t. b) if T(V) is weakly admissible for all 
V G 1Z£V(G). Let p be weakly admissible. Then, assuming Fontaine's conjecture 
and composing the functor X with u) we obtain a fibre functor of 7l£V(G) over Qp. 
Let CJO be the natural fibre functor of 1Z£V(G) over Qp. Then the right G-torsor 
Hom(cJo,o; o î ) defines a cohomology class 

c ls&fOEff^Qp.G). (4) 

When G is a connected reductive group with simply connected derived group there 
is an explicit expression for this class [RZ, Section 1]. 

From now on we fix an algebraic closure KQ of KQ and take K to be any 
finite extension of KQ inside KQ. TWO 1-paramcter subgroups p,p! : Gm —> GK 
will be called equivalent if they induce the same filtrations on each V G 1Z£V(G). 
We fix a conjugacy class {p} of 1-parameter subgroups of G over KQ and denote 
by E C KQ its field of definition and E — E.KQ. Then the equivalence classes 
of 1-parameter subgroups in {p} form a projective algebraic variety F(G, {/i}) 
defined over E that is homogeneous under GE- We write T for J-(G, {pi}) if this 
is unambiguous and T = T Xspec E Spec E. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. The weakly admissible points form an admissible open subset 

T of J- stable under the action of J(QP). 

Here J is the algebraic group associated to (G,b), cf. Remark 1.3, (i). We 
call T the non-archimedean period domain associated to (G,b,{p}). From now 
on we assume that G and hence J are connected reductive groups over Qp. We 
also assume that T ^ 0 . The fundamental open question in this context is the 
following. We introduce the free abelian group A as in Section 3. Let G1 be the 
inner form of G defined by the image of cl(b,p) in H1(Qp, Gad), cf. (4) (the class 
cl(b,ji) should only depend on (b, {p})). 

HOPE 4.2. There exists a canonical tower of rigid-analytic spaces 

{MK>\ K' C G"(Qp) open compact } (5) 

each of which is equipped with an action of J(QP) and an equivariant étale mor
phism 7TKf '• M/<' —> J~ x A with image of the form T x Af, where A' is a 
union of cosets of a subgroup of finite index in A. We furthermore want Gf(Qp) to 
act on (5) as a group of Hecke correspondences covering the action on T x A, 
which is trivial on the first factor and by translations on the second factor. 

Heuristically speaking, the tower (5) should be given by the "if'-level struc-
" wa 

tures on the local system on T defined by the fibre functor u) olx, as x varies 
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" wa„ 
in T ", but it is not clear how to make sense of this. The tower of Property 3.3 
is a typical candidate (in this case we have G = G'). In Examples 1.4, (i)-(iii) this 
tower does indeed exist. 

REMARKS 4.3. (i) Assume b is basic. In the few known cases the fibres of 7^, over 
a point in A have turned out to be connected. We do not know whether to expect 
this in general when the derived group is simply connected. 

(ii) Assume b basic and that cls(&, p) is trivial. Then the triple (J,b~1,p~1) 
satisfies the same assumptions as (G,b,p) and the group associated to (J,b~1) is 
G. One might wonder whether there exists a rigid-analytic space X with an action 
of G(QP) x J(Qp) such that the towers associated to (G, b, p) resp. (J, b~l, p~x) are 
obtained by taking the quotients of X by open compact subgroups of G(QP) resp. 
J(Qp). The pair formed by Example 1.4, (i) and the moduli problem of formal 
0^-modules of dimension d — 1 and height d (dual in some sense to Example 1.4, 
(ii)) are in this kind of duality and the question was raised in this case by Gross. 

One can characterize T by geometric invariant theory as follows. To {p} 
there corresponds an essentially unique ample line bundle £onT that is homoge
neous under the derived group Gder - - For any maximal Qp-split torus T C J let 

E 

ÌF{T)SS be the Zariski-open subset of T formed by the points that are semi-stable 
w.r.t. the action of TE D Gder - on (T, £). 

E 

THEOREM 4.4. (Totaro): We have 

ïwa= p| T(T)SS. 
T C J 

\j r i g 

The admissible open subsets of T appearing on the right-hand side have 
been considered by van der Put and Voskuil [PV]. 
REMARK 4.5. The period domain ÙE (= complement of all ^-rational hyper-
planes in P^T1) has the following properties. 

(i) It is a Stein space [SS]. 
(ii) The quotient by any discrete co-compact subgroup of PGLd(E) exists 

and is a proper rigid-analytic space over E. In fact, it is a projective algebraic 
variety [Mu]. 

(iii) Let Gx be the stabilizer in PGLd(E) of a point x G P^ - 1 - Then x G Q.% 

iff Gx is compact. In fact, there is an equivariant map from ÙE to the Bruhat-Tits 
building of GLd(E) [Dl]. 

None of these statements continue to hold for general period domains. This 
raises interesting questions (cohomology of coherent sheaves, stratification by the 
amount of noncompactness of stabilizers, etc). 

5. £-adic cohomology 

If X is a rigid-analytic space over the local field E we denote by H^(X) the ith 
^-adic cohomology group with compact supports, for a fixed prime number £ ^ p 
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and a fixed algebraic closure Q^ of Q ,̂ 

HÌ(X) = HÌ(X ®E Ë; Qe). 

We continue with the set-up of the previous section but assume in addition 
that b is basic, i.e. J is an inner form of G. The tower {M/^; K1 c G'(Qp)} (with 
its Weil descent datum from E to E, cf. Remark 1.3, (iii)) — in the cases where 
it exists, cf. Hope 4.2 — defines the ^-adic representation 

HÌ((GA{rì)) = KmHÌ(MK,) 
K1 

of the product group Gf(Qp) x J(Qp) x WE- Here WE denotes the Weil group 
of E. Drinfeld [D2] has conjectured in his Example 1.4, (i) that these modules 
give a geometric realization of the Langlands correspondence on the supercuspidal 
spectrum of GLd(E), comp. [C]. Partial results in this direction are due to Carayol, 
Faltings, Genestier, and Harris. We now describe a conjecture of Kottwitz in the 
general case, which describes the contribution of the discrete Langlands parameters 
to the Euler-Poincaré characteristic in the appropriate Grothendieck group, 

H;((G,6,{/ì})) = £(-i)':ffc((G,M/4)). (6) 

Let ip : WQ —>L G = G x WQP be a discrete L-parameter, i.e. the connected 
component S^ of the centralizer group S^ = Cent^,(y?) lies in Z(G)r. We assume 
that G is obtained from a quasi-split inner form G* by twisting with a basic element 
ò* G G*(KQ), i.e. G is the inner form associated by Remark 1.3, (i) to (G*,b*). 
(This is automatic if the center of G is connected.) We use the maps [Ko2] 

G(K0) ±£* X*(Z(Gf), JÏ^Qp.G) —» X*(Z(G)r). 

These maps define elements 

Ab* - AG*(6*), Xb = XG(b), and cls(ù,/i) G X*(Z(G)r), cf. (4) . 

According to Kottwitz, generalizing the notion of strong inner forms of Vo
gali, there should be bijections nf \—> TV resp. n H-> rn that yield identifications of 
the L-packets on G1 resp. J corresponding to ip, 

ny,(G
f/) = {irreducible repns r of S^; r\Z(G)v = A&* + cls(b,p)}, 

n ^ ( J ) = {irreducible repns r of S^; r\Z(G)r = Xu + A^}. 

Even though these identifications depend on auxiliary choices, the function (7r',7r) 
>—> 7v ® rn should be well defined and associate to (TT',?!) a representation of S^. 
Here and elsewhere " denotes the contragredient representation. Let r^y be the 
finite-dimensional representation of G x WE defined by {p} [Ko2]. If ìCE denotes 
the restriction of ip to WE, then r^fly o ipE is in a natural way a representation of 
Stp x WE, via r{lly cnpE(s,w) = ^{/i}(s • VE(W))-

CONJECTURE 5.1. (Kottwitz): Let nf ® it ® g be an irreducible representation of 
Gr'(Qp) x J(Qp) x WE that contributes in a nontrivial way to (6). Then n' lies 
in an L-packet corresponding to a discrete L-parameter iff 7V does and then these 
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L-packets correspond to the same L-parameter up to equivalence. The total contri
bution of all (equivalence classes of) discrete L-parameters is given up to sign by 
the following expression: 

^2 ] C 7r' ® fi ® Hom^ (TV (g) TW, r{ßy O ipE) . 
ip discrete (7r/

l7r)Gn¥,(G/)xnv,(J) 

REMARKS 5.2. (i) Kottwitz has the prudence to assume in his conjecture that {p} 
is minuscule, as in the examples of Section 3. Based on some heuristical principles 
he has checked that the above conjecture is compatible (in the sense of Theorem 
2.1) with the corresponding global conjecture on Shimura varieties [Ko2]. 

(ii) Let b be the basic element, unique up to o--conjugacy such that A& coin
cides with the element of X*(Z(G)r) defined by {p}. Up to an obvious equivalence 
relation the representation Hl

c((G, {p})) = Hl((G,b,{p})) is independent of the 
choice of b. If the derived group of G is simply connected the above conjectural 
formula for H*((G, {p})) simplifies because then cls(b,p) = 0 and G' is isomorphic 
t oG . 

(iii) To extend this conjecture to include certain nondiscrete L-parameters, 
one might be tempted to replace cohomology with compact supports by some kind 
of "middle intersection" cohomology (?), as is done in the global case of Shimura 
varieties. 

A problem independent of the determination of (6) is the calculation of the 
cohomology of the non-archimedean period domains themselves. We describe a 
result for E.*(T ) — H^(T ®E E,Qi) as a virtual representation of J(QP) x 
Gal(Ë/E). Let P0 be a minimal parabolic subgroup of J, M0 a Levi subgroup of 
Po j a n d Ao the maximal split torus contained in the center of MQ. Let A be the 
set of simple roots of AQ in the unipotent radical of Po • F° r a parabolic subgroup 
P containing Po, with Levi subgroup M containing MQ, let Ap be the maximal 
split torus contained in the center of M, and set ap = climAp — dimAj. For 
x G X+(AQ) <8>ZR let 

Ax = {t tGÄ; (x,LJa) > 0 } , 
where uja is the fundamental weight corresponding to a, and let Px be the unique 
parabolic subgroup containing P0 such that A^ is the set of simple roots occurring 
in its unipotent radical. Any element p G {p} factoring through MQ defines a 
unique element ß G X*(AQ) <S>Z B- such that (p,x) — X ° ß f° r ^ Qp-rational 
characters x °f ^ o - Let {p}o C X ^ A Q ^ Z R be the finite subset of points obtained 
in this way. Then Gsl(Ë/E) acts on {/i}o-

THEOREM 5.3. (Kottwitz, Rapoport): The representation of J(QP) x Gal(Ë/Ë) 
on H^J7 ) is admissible for each i. In the Grothendieck group of admissible 
representations we have 

H*C{T™)= Y, ( - 1 ) " ^ , 

where Vp denotes the unique irreducible quotient of the representation of J(QP) on 
C°°(J(Qp)/P(Qp)). The action ofGa\(Ë/E) is through permutation of the indices. 
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R E M A R K S 5.4. (i) The theorem has been proved with the help of Huber suppos
ing tha t certain foundational questions concerning the ^-adic cohomology of rigid 
spaces can be resolved (the case of torsion coefficients was developed by Berkovich 
and by Huber). The proof is modeled on the approach of [AB] to the calculation of 
the cohomolog}' of the space of semi-stable vector bundles on a Riemann surface. 

(ii) All available evidence seems to indicate tha t the contribution of ß is in 
degree aJ

p_ + 2£(ß), where ß(ß) is the number of root hyperplanes separating ß 
from the positive Weyl chamber corresponding to Po. This is indeed proved by 
Schneider and Stuhler [SS] in the case of ÙE. Their paper is at the origin of the 
above theorem. 

(iii) As we have in general little control over the morphisms TTK' in the tower 
(5) (cf. Example 3.4, (iii)), the above result gives almost no information on the 
nature of (6). 

In conclusion, I express my strong belief tha t there exists a theory in the 
equal characteristic case tha t closely parallels the one outlined here. 

Acknowledgments. I thank Gross, Kottwitz, Laumon, Messing, and Zink for their 
help with this report. 
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